In this paper, we classify EF topological orders for 3+1D bosonic systems where some emergent pointlike excitations are fermions. (1) We argue that all 3+1D bosonic topological orders have gappable boundary. (2) All the pointlike excitations in EF topological orders are described by the Ĝ b , which may leads to an understanding of EF2 topological orders in terms of simpler EF1 topological orders. (7) We find that all EF topological orders correspond to gauged 3+1D fermionic symmetry protected topological (SPT) orders with a finite unitary symmetry group. Our results can also be viewed as a classification of the corresponding 3+1D fermionic SPT orders. (8) We further propose that the general classification of 3+1D topological orders with finite unitary symmetries for bosonic and fermionic systems can be obtained by gauging or partially gauging the finite symmetry group of 3+1D SPT phases of bosonic and fermionic systems.
Ĝ b , which may leads to an understanding of EF2 topological orders in terms of simpler EF1 topological orders. (7) We find that all EF topological orders correspond to gauged 3+1D fermionic symmetry protected topological (SPT) orders with a finite unitary symmetry group. Our results can also be viewed as a classification of the corresponding 3+1D fermionic SPT orders. (8) We further propose that the general classification of 3+1D topological orders with finite unitary symmetries for bosonic and fermionic systems can be obtained by gauging or partially gauging the finite symmetry group of 3+1D SPT phases of bosonic and fermionic systems. In Ref. 1, we classified the so called all-boson (AB) 3+1D topological orders -the 3+1D topological orders whose emergent pointlike excitations are all bosonic. We found that All 3+1D AB topological orders are classified by pointed unitary fusion 2-categories with trivial 1-morphisms, which are one-to-one labeled by a pair (G, ω 4 ) up to group automorphisms, where G is a finite group and ω 4 its group 4-cohomology class: ω 4 ∈ H 4 (G; R/Z). In this paper, we classify 3+1D topological orders with emergent fermionic pointlike excitations, which will be called EF topological orders. The results in Ref. 1 and in this paper classify all 3+1D topological orders in bosonic systems. This result in turn leads to a classification of 3+1D topological orders with finite unitary symmetry for bosonic and fermionic systems. In addition, we argue that all 3+1D bosonic topological orders always have gappable boundary.
The pointlike excitations and the stringlike excitations in 3+1D bosonic topological orders can fuse and braid, and their fusion and braiding must form a self-consistent structure. In particular, the self-consistent structure must satisfy
The principle of remote detectability: In an anomaly-free topological order, every topological excitation can be detected by other topological excitations via some remote operations. If every topological excitation can be detected by other topological excitations via some remote operations, then the topological order is anomalyfree.
Here "anomaly-free" means realizable by a local bosonic lattice model in the same dimension 2 . The remote detectability condition is also the anomaly-free condition.
Since the remote detection is done by braiding, the self consistency of fusion and braiding, plus the remote detectability can totally fix the structure of pointlike and stringlike excitations. Those structures in turn classify the 3+1D EF topological orders.
II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A. Emergence of a group G f
In particular, we show that the pointlike excitations are described by a symmetric fusion category sRep(G f ). In other words, each type of pointlike excitations correspond to an irreducible representation of a finite group G f . The quantum dimension of the excitations is given by the dimension of the representation. G f is a Z f 2 central extension of G b :
The excitation is fermionic if Z f 2 is represented nontrivially in the representation. Otherwise, the excitation is bosonic.
B. Unique canonical gapped boundary described by a unitary fusion 2-category
Following a similar approach proposed in Ref. 1, in this paper, we show that all EF topological orders have a unique canonical gapped boundary, which is described by a unitary fusion 2-category A 
The fusion of those boundary strings (the objects) is described by the group multiplication ofĜ b .
In the fusion 2-category, there is a 1-morphism of unit quantum dimension that connects each simple object g to itself. Such a 1-morphism correspond to a pointlike topological excitation living on the string g. But this pointlike excitation is not confined to certain strings; they can move freely on the boundary and braid among themselves. The statistics of this pointlike excitation (the 1-morphism) is fermionic. So the canonical boundary of a EF topological order also contains a fermion in addition to the boundary strings.
There is also a 1-morphism of quantum dimension √ 2 that connects object g to object gm where m is the generator of Z m 2 . Physically, it means that the domain wall between string g and string gm carries a fractional degrees of freedom of dimension √ 2 (i.e. like one half of a qubit). There is no other 1-morphisms.
In this paper, we show that each EF topological order corresponds to one such fusion 2-category. Ref. 3 shows that for each of such fusion 2-categories, one can construct a bosonic model to realize a EF topological order who has a boundary described by the fusion 2-category. Thus, the classification of such unitary fusion 2-categories corresponds to a classification of 3+1D EF topological orders.
g f 1 g f ρ 2 in the above is cohomologically equivalent to ρ 2 that describes the extensionĜ b ; in other words, we measured ρ 2 up to coboundaries. If the measured ρ 2 is trivial in
2 ), the corresponding bulk topological order is a EF1 topological order. If the measured ρ 2 is a nontrivial cocycle, we get a EF2 topological order.
D. Classification of EF1 topological order by a class of pointed unitary fusion 2-category
For an EF1 topological order, the unitary fusion 2-category that describe its canonical boundary can be simplified, since we can treat the Majorana chain as a trivial string whenĜ b = Z m 2 × G b . The simplified unitary fusion 2-categoryĀ 3 b has simple objects labeled by G b and an 1-morphism of unit quantum dimension that connects each simple object to itself. There is no other morphisms. We studied this case thoroughly, and showed thatĀ 
The above data (G b , e 2 , n 3 , ν 4 ) classify the EF1 topological orders. This result is closely related to a partial classification of fermionic symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phases 5 , where a similar twisted cocycle condition eqn. (5) With the above classification results, we further propose that the general classification of 3+1D topological orders with symmetries can be obtained by gauging 3+1D SPT phases. Partially gauging a SPT phase leads to a phase with both topological order and symmetry, namely a symmetry-enriched topological (SET) phase, while fully gauging the symmetry leads to an intrinsic topological order. The phases in the same gauging sequence share the same classification data, as the starting SPT phase and the ending topological order coincide in their classification.
F.
The line of arguments
The key result of this paper, the classification of 3+1D EF topological orders is obtained via the following line of arguments. We first show that condensing all the bosonic z = I, the corresponding pointlike excitation is a boson. We note that all the bosonic pointlike excitations are described by irreducible representations of
If z = −I, the corresponding pointlike excitation is a fermion. We denote such SFC by sRep(G f ). We see that each 3+1D EF topological order correspond to a pair of groups (G f , Z f 2 ) where Z f 2 is the Z 2 central subgroup of G f .
B. Stringlike excitations in 3+1D EF topological orders
The pointlike excitations have trivial mutual statistics among them. One cannot use the pointlike excitations to detect other pointlike excitations by remote operations. Thus, based on the principle of remote detectability, there must stringlike excitations in 3+1D EF topological orders, so that every pointlike excitation can be detected by some stringlike excitations via remote braiding. Similarly, every stringlike excitation can be detected by some pointlike and/or stringlike excitations via remote braiding. We see that the properties of stringlike excitations are determined by the pointlike topological excitations (i.e. sRep(G)) to a certain degree.
Let us discuss some basic properties of stringlike excitations. First, similar to the particle case, a stringlike excitation s i can be defined via a trap Hamiltonian ∆H str (s i ) which is non-zero along a loop. The ground state subspace of total Hamiltonian H 0 + i ∆H str (s i ) define the fusion space of strings s i (and particles p i if we also have particle traps ∆H(p i )):
We note that such a definition relies on an assumption that all the on-string excitations are gapped. We argued that this is always the case 1 :
A stringlike excitation s i is called simple if its fusion space cannot be split by any non-local perturbations along the string (i.e. the ground state degeneracy cannot be split by any non-local perturbations of ∆H str (s i ).)
We stress that here we allow non-local perturbations which are non-zero only along the string. The motivation to use non-local perturbations is that we want separate out the degeneracy that is "distributed" between strings and particles. The degeneracy caused by a single string is regarded as "accidental" degeneracy. For example, in a 3+1D Z 2 -gauge theory, the Z 2 -gauge-charge has a mod 2 conservation. Those Z 2 -charges can form a many-body state along a large loop, that spontaneously break the mod 2 conservation which leads to a 2-fold degeneracy. We do not want to regard such a string as a non-trivial simple string. One way to remove such kinds of string as a non-trivial simple string is to require the stability against non-local perturbations along a simple string. Mathematically, if we allow nonlocal perturbations as morphisms, the above string from Z 2 -charge condensation become a direct sum of two trivial strings.
The fusion of simple strings may give us non-simple strings which can be written as a direct sum of simple strings
Using M ij k we can also compute the dimension of the fusion space when we fuse n unlinked loops s i in the large n limit, which is of order ∼ d n si . This allows us define the quantum dimension of the s i string.
Strings (when they are simple contractable loops S 1 ) can also shrink to a point and become pointlike excitations:
If the shrinking of a string does not contain 1, then we say that the string is not pure. Such a non-pure string can be viewed as a bound state of pure string with some topological pointlike excitations. In fact, not only strings have shrinking operation, particles also have shrinking operation. We note that a zero-dimension sphere S 0 is two points, which may correspond to a pair of particles (p 1 , p 2 ). Thus in various dimensions n, we may have excitations described by S d . For d = 0, 1, 2, · · · , they correspond to a pair of particles (p 1 , p 2 ), a loop excitation s, a spherical membrane excitation m, etc . Those excitations are pure if their shrinking contains 1. For example an S 0 excitation (p 1 , p 2 ) is pure iff p 2 is the anti particle of p 1 .
There is a well known result that p is simple iff the shrinking of p andp (i.e. the fusion of p andp) contains only a single trivial particle 1. In this case, we also say that the corresponding pure S 0 excitation (p,p) is simple. Similarly, we believe that A string s is not simple if the shrinking of s contains more than one trivial particles 1: s → n1 ⊕ · · · , n > 1.
In this paper, we will refer to the number of simple stringlike excitations as the number of types. We will refer to the number of pure simple stringlike excitations as number of pure types. A string s with quantum dimension 1 is always simple. Such a string is invertible or pointed, i.e. there exists another string s such that
For a more detailed discussion about stringlike excitations and their related membrane operators, see Ref.
1.
C. Dimension reduction of generic topological orders
We can reduce a 3 + 1D topological order C 4 on spacetime M 3 × S 1 to 2 + 1D topological orders on space-time
The top and the bottom surfaces are identified and the vertical direction is the compactified S 1 direction. A 3D pointlike excitation (the blue dot) becomes an anyon particle in 2D. A 3D stringlike excitation wrapping around S 1 (the red line) also becomes an anyon particle in 2D.
FIG. 4. (Color online)
The untwisted sector in the dimension reduction can be realized directly on a 2D sub-manifold in 3D space without compactification.
M
3 by making the circle S 1 small (see Fig. 3 ) 7, 8 . In this limit, the 3 + 1D topological order C d+1 can be viewed as several 2 + 1D topological orders C which happen to have degenerate ground state energy. We denote such a dimensional reduction process by
where N sec 1 is the number of sectors produced by the dimensional reduction.
We note that the different sectors come from the different holonomy of moving pointlike excitations around the S 1 (see Fig. 3 ). So the dimension reduction always contain a sector where the holonomy of moving any pointlike excitations around the S 1 is trivial. Such a sector will be called the untwisted sector.
In the untwisted sector, there are three kinds of anyons. The first kind of anyons correspond to the 3+1D pointlike excitations. The second kind of anyons correspond to the 3+1D pure stringlike excitations wrapping around the compactified S 1 . The third kind of anyons are bound states of the first two kinds (see Fig. 3 ).
We like to point out that the untwisted sector in the dimension reduction can even be realized directly in 3D space without compactification. Consider a 2D submanifold in the 3D space (see Fig. 4 ), and put the 3D pointlike excitations on the 2D sub-manifold. We can have a loop of string across the 2D sub-manifold which can be viewed as an effective pointlike excitation on the 2D sub-manifold. We can also have a bound state of the above two types of effective pointlike excitations on the 2D sub-manifold. Those effective pointlike excitations on the 2D sub-manifold can fuse and braid just like the anyons in 2+1D. The principle of remote detectability requires those effective pointlike excitations to form a unitary modular tensor category (UMTC). When we perform dimension reduction, the above UMTC becomes the untwisted sector of the dimension reduced 2+1D topological order.
Since the dimension reduced 2+1D topological orders must be anomaly-free, they must be described by UMTCs. Since the untwisted sector always contains sRep(G f ), we conclude that
The untwisted sector of a dimension reduced 3+1D EF topological order is a modular extension of sRep(G f ).
D. Untwisted sector of dimension reduction is the 2+1D Drinfeld center
In the following we will show a stronger result, for the dimension reduction of generic 3+1D topological orders. Let the symmetric fusion category formed by the pointlike excitations be E, E = Rep(G) or E = sRep(G f ) for AB or EF cases respectively:
The untwisted sector C 3 untw of dimension reduction of a generic 3+1D topological orders must be the 2+1D topological order described by Drinfeld center of E:
Note that Drinfeld center Z(E) is the minimal modular extension of E.
First, let us recall the definition of Drinfeld center. The Drinfeld center Z(A) of a fusion category A, is a braided fusion category, whose objects are pairs (A, b A,− ), where A is an object in A, b A,− is a set of isomorphisms b A,X : A ⊗ X ∼ = X ⊗ A, ∀X ∈ A. The isomorphisms b A,X is just the collection of unitary operators that connects the fusion spaces · · · ⊗ A ⊗ X ⊗ · · · and · · · ⊗ X ⊗ A ⊗ · · · for different backgrounds. They satisfy some self consistent conditions such as the hexagon equation:
where we omitted the associativity constraints (or Fmatrices) of A for simplicity (otherwise there are in addition three F-matrices involved, in total six terms, hence the name hexagon). b A,X is called a half braiding. Physically, we may view the objects in A as the pointlike topological excitations living on the boundary of a 2+1D topological order. In general, a boundary excitation trapped by a potential on the boundary cannot be lifted into the bulk. Physically, this mean that as moving the trapping potential into the bulk, the ground state subspace will be joined by some high energy eigenstates to form a new ground state subspace. But we may choose the boundary trapping potential very carefully, so that ground state subspace is formed by accidentally degenerate boundary excitations. In this case, we say that the excitation trapped by the boundary potential is a direct sum of those boundary excitations. Such an excitation correspond to a composite object in the fusion category A. Now the question is that which composite object (or direct sum of boundary excitations) can be lifted into the bulk (i.e. the ground state subspace only rotates by unitary transformation as we move the trapping potential into the bulk)?
We try to answer this question by exchanging a composite object A in A with an arbitrary boundary excitation X and study the unitary transformation b A,X induced by such an exchange. If A can be lifted into the bulk, this b A,X can be interpreted as coming from the half braiding (see Fig. 5 ). There are self consistent conditions from those half braidings. If we find a composite object A whose half braidings satisfy those consistent conditions, we believe that the object A can be lifted into the bulk.
However, there is an additional subtlety: even when we require the ground state subspace only rotates by unitary transformation as we move the trapping potential into the bulk, there are still different ways to move a composite boundary excitation A into the bulk, which lead different pointlike excitations in the bulk. Those different bulk excitations can be distinguished by their different half braiding properties with all the boundary excitations X. We assume that all the bulk excitations can be obtained this way. Therefore, the bulk excitations are given by pairs (A, b A,− ), which correspond to the objects in the Drinfeld center Z(A). 
In other words, to half-braid A⊗B with X, one just halfbraids B and A successively with X, and the braiding between (A, b A,− ) and (B, b B,− ) is nothing but the half braiding. C 3 untw = Z(E) is the consequence that the strings in the untwisted sectors are in fact shrinkable. From the effective theory point of view, we can shrink a string s (including bound states of particles with strings, in particular, pointlike excitations viewed as bound states with the trivial string) to a pointlike excitation p
So if we only consider fusion, the particles s, p in the dimension reduced untwisted sector C 3 untw can all be viewed as the particles in E, regardless if they come from the 3D particles or 3D strings. In particular, the particles from the 3+1D strings s can be viewed as composite particles in E (see eqn. (12)). Next we consider the braidings of them.
In the untwisted sector, the braiding between strings s, s , denoted by c s,s , requires string s moving through string s, which prohibits shrinking string s. However, there is no harm to consider the shrinking if we focus on only the initial and end states of the braiding process.
In particular, the braiding between a string s and a particle p, induces an isomorphism between the initial and end states where the string s is shrunk (see Fig. 6 )
which is automatically a half-braiding on the particle p Shrinking induces a functor
which is obviously monoidal and braided, i.e. , preserves fusion and braiding. It is also fully faithful, namely bijective on the morphisms. Physically this means that the local operators on both sides are the same. On the left side, morphisms on a string s are operators acting on near (local to) the string s; on the right side, morphisms in the Drinfeld center are morphisms on the particle p shr s which commute with the half braiding c shr s,− . From the shrinking picture, morphisms on p shr s can be viewed as the operators acting on both near the string s and the interior of the string (namely on a disk D 2 ). But in order to commute with c s,p for all p, which can be represented by string operators for all p going through the interior of the string s (this includes all possible string operators, because string operators for all particles form a basis), we can take only the operators that act trivially on the interior of the string. Therefore, morphisms on the right side are also operators acting on only near the string. This establishes that the functor is fully faithful, thus a braided monoidal embedding functor; in other words, C 3 untw can be viewed as a full sub-UMTC of Z(E). However, Z(E) is already a minimal modular extension of E, which implies that
As Z(E) is known well, many properties can be easily extracted. For example, objects in Z(E) have the form (χ, ρ), where χ is a conjugacy class, ρ is a representation of the subgroup that centralizes χ. One then concludes 1. A looplike excitation in a 3+1D topological order always has an integer quantum dimension, which is |χ| dim ρ. 2. Pure strings (ρ trivial) always correspond to conjugacy classes of the group.
In particular, for 3+1D EF topological orders, as the fermion number parity z is in the center of G f , its conjugacy class has only one element. We have the following corollary, which is used in later discussions
In all 3+1D EF topological orders, there is an invertible pure Z f 2 flux loop excitation, corresponding to the conjugacy class of fermion number parity z.
E. Condensing all the bosonic pointlike excitations
Starting from a 3+1D EF topological order C 4 , we can condense all the bosonic pointlike excitations described by Rep(G b ), to obtain a new 3+1D EF topological order C 4 . After Rep(G b ) is condensed, all bosonic pointlike excitations become the trivial pointlike excitation inC 4 while all fermionic pointlike excitations become the same fermionic pointlike excitations with quantum dimension 1. In other words, the pointlike excitations in the new topological orderC 4 are described by sRep(Z f 2 ). What the stringlike excitations inC 4 ? Although the pointlike excitations inC 4 is very simple and can only detect simple strings, the stringlike excitations can braid among themselves and detect each other. ThusC 4 might contain complicated stringlike excitations.
However, using the dimension reduction discussed above, the stringlike excitations are determined by the pointlike excitations described by E = sRep(Z f 2 ). In particular, the untwisted sector of the dimension reduction must be the Drinfeld center
, which is nothing but the 2+1D Z 2 -gauge theory. There are only four types of 2+1D anyons: two of them correspond to the 3+1D pointlike excitations in sRep(Z f 2 ) and the other two correspond to the 3+1D stringlike excitations. The fusion rule between the four anyons in the 2+1D Z 2 -gauge theory is described by Z 2 × Z 2 group. This leads to the fusion rule between the loops and the fermion f
The above also implies the shrinking rule for the loops to be
We also find that the braiding phases between the fermion f and the two loops s i are given by −1, and the braiding phase between two s 1 or two s 2 's is 1. The braiding phase between s 1 and s 2 is −1. Here the invertible loop s 1 is the just the Z f 2 flux loop z. We see thatC 4 contains only one type of pure simple string s 1 which shrinks to a single 1. The other loop s 2 is the bound state of s 1 and the fermion f . The loop s 1 has a trivial two-loop braiding with itself.
How many 3+1D EF topological orders that have the above properties? To answer such a question, we condense the pure string s 1 inC 4 to obtain a topological order D 4 . Condensing the pure string s 1 corresponds to condensing the corresponding topological boson in the untwisted sector (which is described by 2+1D Z 2 -gauge theory), which changes the untwisted sector to a trivial phase. So the untwisted sector of dimension reduced D 4 is trivial, which implies D 4 has no nontrivial particlelike and stringlike excitations.
We can also obtain such a result by noticing that, in D 4 , the fermions and s 2 are confined (due to the nontrivial braiding with s 1 ) and s 1 become the ground state (i.e. condensed). Thus D 4 has no nontrivial bulk excitations, and must be an invertible topological order. But in 3+1D, all invertible topological orders are trivial [9] [10] [11] . Thus D 4 is a trivial phase. This means that we can create a boundary ofC 4 by condensing s 1 strings. Such a boundary contains only one fermionic particle f with a Z 2 fusion rule
So the boundary is described by a so called unitary braided fusion 2-category that has no non-trivial objects and has only one non-trivial 1-morphism that corresponds to a fermion with a Z 2 fusion. It is nothing but the SFC sRep(Z f 2 ), trivially promoted to a 2-category. Using the principle that boundary uniquely determines the bulk 10,12 , we conclude that all theC 4 's that satisfy the above properties are actually the same topological order, which is called Z was constructed on a cubic lattice 13 . It was also called twisted Z 2 gauge theory where the Z 2 charge is fermionic, and was realized by 3+1D Levin-Wen string-net model
can also be realized by Walker-Wang model 14 or by a 2-cocycle lattice theory 15 . In this paper, we will refer to
as the Z f 2 -topological order.
IV. ALL 3+1D BOSONIC TOPOLOGICAL ORDERS HAVE GAPPABLE BOUNDARY
It is well known that 2+1D topological orders with a non-zero chiral central charge c cannot have gapped boundary. This can be understood from the induced gravitational Chern-Simons term in the effective action for such kind of topological orders. Since there is no gravitational Chern-Simons term in 3+1D. This might suggest that all 3+1D bosonic topological orders have gappable boundary. However, such a reasoning is not correct. In fact, there are 2+1D topological orders with a zero chiral central charge (i.e. with no gravitational ChernSimons term) that cannot have gapped boundary.
16
For a 2+1D topological order described by a unitary modular tensor category (UMTC) C 3 , if C 3 has a condensable algebra, then we can condense the bosons in the condensable algebra to obtain another 2+1D topological order described by a different UMTC D 3 . Now we like to ask is there a gapped domain wall between the two topological orders C 3 and D 3 ? In fact, we can show that there exist a 1+1D anomalous topological order (described by unitary fusion category A 2 w ), such that the Drinfeld cen-
D3 is the 2+1D topological order formed by stacking two topological orders, C 3 and D 3 , whereD 3 is the time reversal conjugate of D 3 . This means that it is consistent to view A 2 as the domain wall between C 3 and D 3 . Then we conjecture that there exist a gapped domain wall between C 3 and D 3 that is described by A 2 w . In the last section, we have seen that condensing all the bosonic excitations described by Rep(G b ) in a 3+1D EF topological order C 4 EF give us an unique 3+1D topological order
. This result can also be obtained by noticing that the condensation of Rep(G b ) is described by a condensable algebra 17 , and there is only one condensable algebra if we want to condense all Rep(G b ). So there is only one way to condense all Rep(G b ) which pro-duce an unique state C There is a physical argument to support the above conjecture. The particles in the condensable algebra are all bosons which form a SFC Rep(G b ). Those bosons have a emergent symmetry described by G b . Since the number of the particle types in the condensable algebra is finite, that requires the number of the irreducible representations of the emergent symmetry group is finite. Thus the emergent symmetry group G b is finite. Those bosons only have short range interaction between them. So the boson condensed phase of those bosons are gapped, with possible ground state degeneracy from the spontaneous breaking of the emergent symmetry G b . However since the symmetry is emergent, the symmetry is only approximate in the boson condensed phase. The symmetry breaking term is of an order e −l/ξ where l is the mean boson separation in the boson condensed phase and ξ is the correlation length of local operators in the topological order. Since l is finite, the ground state degeneracy is split by a finite amount of order e −l/ξ . Thus there is no ground state degeneracy in the boson condensed phase. This boson condensed phase corresponds to the C 4 Z f 2 topological order. The boson condensed state with a small symmetry breaking perturbation is a very simple state in physics which is well studied. Such a state always allows gapped boundary. Therefore, the domain wall between two 3+1D EF topological orders C 4 EF and C 4 Z f 2 can always be gapped. In the last section, we showed that C 4 Z f 2 topological order can have a gapped boundary. This allows us to argue that all 3+1D EF topological orders have gappable boundary.
Using a similar argument, we can argue that all 3+1D AB topological orders have gappable boundary. In fact, the argument is much simpler in this case. Hence all 3+1D bosonic topological orders have gappable boundary.
In this section, we describe the properties of the fusion 2-category A After condensing all bosonic particles Rep(G b ), the only non-trivial particle on the canonical domain wall is the fermion f with quantum dimension 1. Such a fermion can be lifted into one side of the domain wall with the Z
. On the other side of the domain wall with 3+1D EF topological order C 4 , if we bring the fermions in sRep(G f ) to the boundary, it will become a direct sum (i.e. accidental degenerate copies) of several f 's.
What are the stringlike excitations on the domain wall? On the C 4 Z f 2 side of domain wall, there is only one type of pure simple stringlike excitations -the Z f 2 flux loop with quantum dimension 1. Bring such string to the domain wall will give us a Z f 2 flux loop on the wall. We can also bring strings in C 4 to the domain wall. In general, a string in C 4 will become a direct sum of simple boundary strings.
Let us focus on the simple loop excitations on the canonical domain wall. A loop excitation shrunk to a point may become a direct sum of pointlike excitations (see eqn. (7))
where 1 and f are the trivial and fermionic pointlike excitations respectively. When n = 0, the string is not pure. Another possibility is that n > 1. In this case the string is not simple. When m > 1 the string is also not simple, since when s fuses with an invertible fermion, its shrinking rule will become
which is not simple. Therefore, simple loop excitations on the domain wall have three possible shrinking rules
In the following we would like to show, by contradiction, that a simple string like s K with quantum dimension 2 can not exist on the domain wall.
First, the invertible Z f 2 flux loop z, exists in both sides,
, of the domain wall. We are able to braid z around the domain wall excitations. As z is invertible, such braiding leads to only a U (1) phases factor, denoted by θ(z, −). In particular, θ(z, f ) = −1, which is the defining property of Z f 2 flux. Second, fusing a fermion f to a string s K which shrinks to 1 ⊕ f , will not change the string, namely
which is contradictory. Physically, we can use the braiding of z to detect the fermion number parity on the domain wall, which implies that excitations without fixed 
fermion number parity, such as s k → 1 ⊕ f , can not be stable on the domain wall. Therefore, there is no simple domain-wall string with quantum dimension 2.
Thus, a simple loop on the boundary shrinks to a unique particle, 1 or f , with quantum dimension 1. A simple pure loop on the boundary always shrinks to a single 1. This is an essential property in the following discussions:
All simple pure loops on the domain wall have a quantum dimension d = 1, and their fusion is grouplike.
As the non-pure simple loops are all bound states of f with pure simple loops, we will consider only the simple pure loops. For the moment, we denote the group formed by the simple pure loops on the domain wall under fusion (see Fig. 9 ), by H.
B. Fusion of domain-wall strings recover the group
The argument in this subsection is almost parallel to those in the AB case described in Ref. 1. There are only a few modifications to address the fermionic nature. But to be self-contained we include a full argument here.
To apply the Tannaka duality (see Appendiex A), we need a physical realization of the super fiber functor. Consider a simple topology for the domain wall: put the 3+1D topological order C 4 in a 3-disk D 3 , the domain wall on ∂D 3 = S 2 , and outside is the condensed phase
. When there is only a particle p in the 3-disk, a background particle Q = 1 ⊕ f in the condensed phase C 4 Z f 2 , 18 with no string and no other particles, we associate the corresponding fusion space to the particle p, and denote this fusion space by F (p) (see Fig. 7 ). Viewed from very far away, a 3-disk containing a particle p is like a particle in the condensed phase
, which has pointlike excitations sVec = sRep(Z f 2 ). When there are two 3-disks, each containing only one particle, p 1 and p 2 respectively, the fusion space is as adiabatically deforming the system will not change the fusion space, we can "merge" the two 3-disks to obtain one 3-disk containing one particle p 1 ⊗ p 2 . Therefore
Similarly, F also preserves the braiding of particles. In other words, the assignment p → F (p) gives rise to a super fiber functor. By Tannaka duality, we can reconstruct a group G f ≡ Aut(F ), such that the particles in the bulk C 4 are identified with sRep(G f ). Our goal is to show that the fusion group H of the simple loops on the domain wall, is the same as G f .
To do this we consider the process of adiabatically moving a particle p around a pure simple loop h ∈ H on the domain wall, as shown in Fig. 8 . As the pure simple loop is invertible, inserting them will not change the fusion space. But an initial state |v 0 ∈ F (p), after such an adiabatically moving process, can evolve into a different end state |v 1 ∈ F (p). Thus, braiding p around h induces an invertible (since we can always move p backwards) linear map on the fusion space F (p), α p,h : |v 0 → |v 1 .
Next, consider that we have two particles p 1 , p 2 in the bulk. If we braid them together (fusing them to one particle p 1 ⊗ p 2 ) around the simple loop h, we obtain the linear map α p1⊗p2,h . If the fusion of the bulk particles is given by p 1 ⊗ p 2 = i W i , we can split p 1 ⊗ p 2 to the irreducible representations W i , and braid W i with h. It is easy to see the α p,h maps are automatically compatible with such splitting (or compatible with the embedding intertwiners
But it is also equivalent if we move p 1 , p 2 one after the other. More precisely, we can first separate p 2 into another 3-disk, braid p 1 with h, and then merge p 2 back to the original 3-disk. Thus moving p 1 alone corresponds to the linear map α p1,h ⊗ C id F (p2) . Similarly, moving p 2 alone corresponds to id F (p1) ⊗ C α p2,h and in total we have the linear map α p1,h ⊗ C α p2,h . Therefore, α p1⊗p2,h = α p1,h ⊗ C α p2,h , or using only irreducible representations,
These linear maps are compatible with the fusion of bulk particles. Fig. 9 ), separately, can be continuously deform to the braiding path around the two loops together, or around their fusion g 1 ⊗ g 2 = g 1 g 2 . This implies that ϕ(g 1 )ϕ(g 2 ) = ϕ(g 1 g 2 ), namely, ϕ is a group homomorphism.
Next we show that ϕ is in fact an isomorphism and H = G f . This is a consequence of the following principles:
(1) If an excitation has trivial braiding with the condensed excitations, it must survive as a de-confined excitation in the condensed phase.
(2) there is no nontrivial bulk particle that has trivial half-braiding with all the domain-wall strings.
(1) is a general principle for condensations, while (2) is a remote detectability condition. By the folding trick, we can regard the domain wall as a boundary of the phase C . If α p,h is the identity map, it implies trivial half-braiding between the particle p in C 4 and simple loop h on the domain wall. Now, we are ready to show that ϕ : H → G f is an isomorphism:
1. ϕ is injective. Firstly, the Z Therefore, we see that ker ϕ must be trivial, which means ϕ is injective.
2. ϕ is surjective. We already showed that ϕ : H → G f is injective, so we can view H as a subgroup of G f . Now consider a special particle in C 4 , which carries the representation Fun(G f /H), linear functions on the right cosets G f /H. More precisely, Fun(G f /H) consists of all linear functions on G f , f : G f → C, such that f (hx) = f (x), ∀h ∈ H, x ∈ G f (takes the same value on a coset). The group action is the usual one on functions,
The linear maps α p,h induced by the pure simple loops are all actions of group elements in H, and they are all identity maps on the special particle Fun(G f /H). In other words, the bulk particle Fun(G f /H) has trivial half-braiding with all the pure domain-wall strings. As a non-pure domain-wall string is just the bound state of f with a pure domain-wall string, its half-braiding with Fun(G f /H) is also trivial. Thus Fun(G f /H) has trivial half-braiding with all the domain-wall strings. By the remote detectability condition (2), it must be the trivial particle carrying the trivial representation. In other words, we have G f = H.
To conclude, the pure simple loop excitations on the domain wall, forms a group under fusion. It is exactly the same group whose representations are carried by the pointlike excitations in the bulk. In addition to the strings on the domain wall discussed above, the domain wall also contain a single fermion with quantum dimension 1. Summarizing the above results, we find that a 3+1D EF topological order C 4 EF has an unique domain wall that connects it to the 3+1D Z . The domain wall is described by an unitary pointed fusion 2-category such that for each object (string) there is only one nontrivial invertible 1-morphism corresponding to the fermion.
However, the domain wall only realize a special subset of unitary pointed fusion 2-categories with a single invertible fermionic 1-morphism. The realized fusion 2-categories, denoted as A property:
Here Z(A must satisfy the additional condition (24) , it is hard to classify such a subset of fusion 2-categories. In this section, we are going to construct the unique canonical boundary for every 3+1D EF topological order, and using the fusion 2-category for such a canonical boundary to classify 3+1D EF topological orders.
To construct the unique canonical boundary for a 3+1D EF topological order C . As discussed before, such a boundary is described by the SFC sRep(Z f 2 ), viewed as a unitary fusion 2-category.
The above construction gives rise to an unique canonical boundary for C 4 EF (see Fig. 10 ):
Note that the domain wall A 3 w has stringlike excitations labeled by G f . But the strings labeled by Z
We like to mention that a "Majorana chain" (the 1D invertible fermionic topological order 4 ) formed by the boundary fermions may attach to the strings discussed above. The Majorana chain is invisible to the braiding between the stings and particles. But it will double the types of strings. The end points of such Majorana chains are the quantum-dimension-√ 2 Majorana zero modes. More detailed discussion about this case will be given later.
Those considerations allow us to obtain the following result (after including the Majorana chain and doubling the string types): A 3+1D EF1 topological order C 4 EF has a unique boundaryĀ 3 b , which is described by an pointed unitary fusion 2-category whose objects are labeled by G b . The fusion of the objects is described by the group multiplication of G b . All 1-morphisms are invertible and fermionic. There is one nontrivial 1-morphism for each object.
IfĜ b is a non-trivial extension of G b by Z m 2 , the corresponding bulk topological orders are called EF2 topological orders. In this case, we cannot view the Majorana chain as a trivial string.
VII. CLASSIFICATION OF EF1 TOPOLOGICAL ORDERS BY POINTED UNITARY FUSION 2-CATEGORIES ON THE CANONICAL DOMAIN WALL AND BOUNDARY
A. The canonical domain wall
In this section we will consider the simple case of classification of EF1 topological orders, which is described by the pointed unitary fusion 2-categoryĀ 3 w on the domain wall. Such fusion 2-categories are special in the sense that their objects (corresponding to pure string types) and simple 1-morphisms are all invertible. The cases with non-invertible 1-morphisms will be discussed later.
We make the following assumptions:
1. The identity (trivial string or trivial particle) related data does not matter. The coherence relations involving both the associator/pentagonator and the identity related data can be viewed as normalization conditions. We can set (by equivalent functors between fusion 2-categories, or physically changing the basis or "gauge") all the identity related data to be trivial, thus the associator and the pentagonator are properly normalized.
2. There are fermions on the strings, but fermions are not confined to the strings. Instead, fermions can move freely on the domain wall and even to the bulk. As a result, some of the particle related data are fixed by fermionic statistics:
In short, we assume that there is a convenient "gauge" choice such that some data ofĀ 3 w are either normalized or fixed by the fermionic statistics. Data 1. Objects (pure string types): G f , a group that has a Z 2 central subgroup. The elements of G f label the simple pure strings.
2. 1-morphisms (particles on strings): For any simple pure string labeled by g ∈ G f , we have Hom(g, g) = sVec. In other words, we have particles live on a string g which is viewed as a defect between the same type-g string. Hom(g, g) = sVec corresponds to the degenerate subspace or internal degrees of freedom of the particle. Here, the particle is in general composite, which is formed by accidental degeneracy of bosons and fermion, which in turn gives rise to the super (i.e. Z 2 graded) vector space sVec. We also have Hom(g, h) = 0 for g = h ∈ G f . This means that there is no 1D defect between different simple pure strings. Simple 1-morphisms are denoted by p g ∈ Hom(g, g), with a subscript to indicate its string type. p values in {1, f } ∼ = Z 2 , and follows a Z 2 fusion rule.
3. 2-morphisms: linear maps. They correspond to deformation of the particles generated by local operators.
4. Fusion along strings, denoted by p g • p g (composition of 1-morphisms, but in fact is the tensor product in sVec). They follow the Z 2 fusion rule for simple 1-morphisms, p g • p g = (pp ) g .
5.
Fusion between strings, denoted by ⊗, for both objects (given by group multiplication) and 1-morphisms:
As we assume that particles (1-morphisms) can freely move on the domain wall, the fusion of 1-morphisms along different directions (along or between strings) should be essentially the same, and independent of the string labels.
6. The interchange law, a 2-isomorphism b(p g , q h , p g , q h ) ∈ U (1) (see Fig. 11 )
on (p q pq) gh . In our case, the simple strings and simple particles are all invertible and have quantum dimension 1. Their degenerate subspaces are always 1-dimensional. Thus the 2-isomorphisms are just U (1) phase factors.
As particles can be freely detached from strings, we expect the above U (1) phase independent of the string labels. Moreover, if we treat the fusion operations •, ⊗ as the same one, the difference between the two sides in (28) is just exchanging q h and p g . Thus, to be consistent with fermionic statistics, we assume that
7. Associator:
• For g, h, j ∈ G f , we have a 1-morphism
• We also have a 2-isomorphismsñ 3 (p g , q h , r j ) ∈ U (1) to describe the U (1) phase difference between two different orders to fuse strings and particles on the strings (see Fig. 13 ):
To be consistent with fermionic statistics, we assume that
8. Pentagonator: for g, h, j, k ∈ G f , 2-isomorphism ν 4 (g, h, j, k) ∈ U (1):
For convenience, we change the notation a little bit: let n 3 (g, h, j) value in the additive Z 2 = {0, 1} group instead of the multiplicative Z 2 = {1, f } (where n = 0 corresponds to the trivial boson 1, and n = 1 corresponds to the non-trivial fermion f ). Thus,
and similarly for otherñ 3 's. We then have
In other words, the 4-cochain ν 4 (g, h, j, k) satisfies
a relation first introduced in Ref. 5, where Sq 2 is the Steenrod square and ν 4 is normalized.
Here "normalized" means that n 3 (g, h, j) = 0, if any of g, h, k is 1 and ν 4 (g, h, j, k) = 1, if any of g, h, j, k is 1.
We want to point out that by now we considered the consistency conditions only on the domain wall. There are more constraints when we take into account the bulk, namely, the bulk-center of the above fusion 2-category should be C . Unfortunately, we do not have efficient algorithms or theorems to calculate bulk-centers of fusion 2-categories, which makes it difficult to check under what extra conditions the bulk-center of the above fusion 2-category will have the desired form. Instead we will consider the canonical boundary below.
B. The canonical boundary
We know that the C EF . For such boundary, we only need to check that in its bulk (the bulk-center), the particles form sRep(G f ), which is much easier than checking the bulk-center of the domain wall.
The composite boundary is described by a similar fusion 2-category as that for the domain wall. Most of the data and conditions discussed above apply. We only list the difference below:
1. As the z string condenses, the string types on the boundary are now labeled by
arise in other data (see Fig. 14) .
2. When fusing g, h on the composite boundary, e 2 (g, h) = 1 indicates that there is a Z phase. As a result, the associatorñ 3 (p g , q h , r j ) needs to be modified. Under certain framing convention (put the particles slightly below the string in Fig. 13 and slightly into the C 4 Z f 2 bulk) we find that (see Fig. 15 )
where (−1) n3(g,h,j)(p+q+r) is the fermion statistics (written in the additive Z 2 convention) and (−1) re2(g,h) is the particle-loop statistics coming from r going through the Z f 2 flux loop z along gh.
3. n 3 (g, h, j) is now a 3-cocycle in H 3 (G b , Z 2 ). The condition for ν 4 is then modified to
In other words, the 4-cochain
With these one can check that in the bulk-center bosonic particles form representations of G b , and fermionic particles form projective representations of G b with class described by e 2 . Together, particles form nothing but sRep(G f ). So the above conditions for the composite boundary do give rises to a 3+1D EF topological order. Thus, we have a classification of 3+1D EF1 topological orders by (G b , e 2 , n 3 , ν 4 ), where
) satisfies (39). The above agrees with the group super-cohomology theory for fermionic SPTs. Recently it was found that fermionic SPTs can have "Majorana chain layer" which is beyond the group super-cohomology 20, 21 . In next subsection we will show that this "Majorana chain layer" also enters in the classification of topological orders.
For completeness, let us briefly discuss the equivalence relation for the above data. Firstly, G b together with e 2 is the same data as the group G f . Since the particles form sRep(G f ), by Tannaka duality (G b , e 2 ) is fully determined up to group isomorphisms. However, (n 3 , ν 4 ) admits more gauge transformations than co-boundaries: for any 2-cochain m 2 ∈ C 2 (G b , Z 2 ) and 3-cochain η 3 ∈ C 3 (G b , U (1)),
give an equivalent solution.
Note that (−1)
is in general a 4-cochain, and dν 4 is shifted under such gauge transformation. If we fix n 3 , namely let dm 2 = 0,
If two strings g and h can be connected by a domain wall (i.e. an 1-morphism), then under non-local unitary transformations, strings g and h will be equivalent.
where (−1) m2 m2+e2 m2 is now a 4-cocycle, but may not be the trivial one. We see that ν 4 is in fact classified by (forms a torsor over) the group
where Γ is the subgroup generated by (−1)
for all 2-cocycles m 2 . Besides the gauge transformations, different n 3 , ν 4 are also equivalent if they can be related by (outer) group isomorphisms of G b (which can be followed by gauge transformations). To "add up" two solutions (n 3 , ν 4 ) and (n 3 , ν 4 ), one also needs to follow a twisted rule, (n 3 , ν 4 ) + (n 3 , ν 4 ) = (n 3 + n 3 , ν 4 ν 4 (−1)
VIII. CLASSIFICATION OF EF TOPOLOGICAL ORDERS BY UNITARY FUSION 2-CATEGORIES ON THE CANONICAL BOUNDARY
A. Define string type using local or non-local unitary transformations?
In the above discussions we omitted the possibility that between different strings there can be defects/1-morphisms. This is a consequence of defining the type of stringlike excitations up to non-local perturbations along the string (see Sec. III B). To see this point, let us consider a loop consists of two string segments labeled by g, h connected by two pointlike defects (i.e. 1-morphisms) σ ∈ Hom(g, h), σ ∈ Hom(h, g) (see Fig. 16 ). Under non-local perturbations, the loop can become a g loop carrying σ • σ ∈ Hom(g, g), or a h loop carrying σ • σ ∈ Hom(h, h). Thus g and h will be equivalent under non-local perturbations along the string.
In the fusion 2-category, the objects/strings and 1-morphisms/point-like defects are actually defined up to local unitary transformations. Moreover, if there exists an invertible 1-morphism (namely a point-like defect with quantum dimension 1) between two objects (namely two string segments), such two objects are equivalent in the fusion 2-category. Therefore, if some σ ∈ Hom(g, h) is an invertible 1-morphism (i.e. its quantum dimension is 1), then g and h are indeed equivalent as objects in the fusion 2-category, which is consistent with the nonlocal perturbation point of view. However, it is possible that no 1-morphism in Hom(g, h) is invertible, and g, h are not equivalent in the fusion 2-category. To include this possibility, we introduce a different equivalent relation of strings, using local unitary transformations plus invertible 1-morphisms, which is consistent with that in the fusion 2-category: Two strings defined under local unitary transformations are called of the same l-type if there is an invertible 1-morphism between them. The set of l-types will be denoted byĜ b . We have already shown that the string types defined via non-local unitary transformations form a group G b . Clearly |Ĝ b | ≥ |G b |, and two different l-types may correspond to the same type.
With the expanded string types defined by local unitary transformation, our arguments in Section V are still valid, which shows that, on the boundary, closed strings have quantum dimension 1 and form a group under fusion.Ĝ b is actually a group that describes the fusion of the l-types. Also, using the half braiding with the pointlike excitation in the bulk (see Section V), we can assign each boundary string (i.e. each l-type) a group element in G b . Thus there is a group homomorphismĜ b
If there are non-invertible 1-morphisms between different l-types, they can together form a closed loop and must be assigned to the same element in G b . In fact the string types up to non-local perturbations is just l-types further up to non-invertible 1-morphisms. Indeed, G b is a quotient group ofĜ b by imposing equivalent relations via non-invertible 1-morphisms.
B. New string type from Majorana chain
Next we carefully examine what possible non-invertible 1-morphisms can there be and their physical meaning. Since all the l-types of strings labeled by g ∈Ĝ b have quantum dimension 1 and form a group under fusion, the 1-morphisms automatically obtain a grading by this group, namely p ∈ Hom(g, h) is graded by hg −1 . As a result of such grading, the total quantum dimension of non-empty Hom(g, h) must be the same. In our previous work discussing AB topological orders, dim Hom(g, h) = dim Hom(g, g) = 1, thus Hom(g, h) can only allow one invertible 1-morphism, or be empty; in this case nonempty Hom(g, h) just implies g = h. In other words in AB topological orders there is no room for non-invertible 1-morphisms on the canonical boundary. It also means that on the canonical boundary of AB topological, the string l-types defined using local unitary transformations plus invertible 1-morphisms and the string types defined using non-local unitary transformations are the same, i.e.Ĝ b = G b .
However, for EF topological orders it is not the case. Since Hom(g, g) = sVec, if Hom(g, h) is not empty for certain g, h, we have dim Hom(g, h) = dim Hom(g, g) = dim(sVec) = 2, which means that there can be one noninvertible 1-morphism with quantum dimension √ 2. In this case
We can further fuse a g −1 string to this non-invertible 1-morphism between g, h, and obtain a non-invertible 1-morphism in Hom(gg −1 , hg −1 ) = Hom(1, hg −1 ). Let such hg −1 ≡ m and denote the non-invertible 1-morphism by σ m ∈ Hom(1, m). It is easy to see that for any string k, σ m ⊗ 1 k is a non-invertible 1-morphism in Hom(k, mk). In fact, such m string generates the kernel of the projection π m :Ĝ b → G b . We find the following properties of such strings:
1. m is a Z 2 string, m 2 = 1. Consider fusing two σ m . We obtain σ m ⊗ σ m ∈ Hom(1, m 2 ) whose quantum dimension is 2. It can only split as the direct sum of two invertible 1-morphisms. This implies that the m 2 string and 1 are equivalent.
2. m is unique. Suppose that there is another noninvertible σ m ∈ Hom(1, m ). Using the same trick, we see that σ m ⊗ σ m ∈ Hom(1, mm ) is the direct sum of two invertible 1-morphisms. Thus, mm = 1. Together with m 2 = 1 we conclude that m = m .
3. m is central, ∀g, mg = gm. To see this, consider 1 g ⊗σ m ⊗1 g −1 which is a non-invertible 1-morphism in Hom(gg −1 , gmg −1 ) = Hom(1, gmg −1 ). Since m is unique we must have m = gmg −1 .
Therefore, it is possible to have a Z 2 string m which can be open on the canonical boundary of EF topological orders. Its end points (non-invertible 1-morphism in Hom(1, m)) have quantum dimension √ 2. Physically, m string is distinguished from the trivial string under the equivalences generated by local unitary transformations. In other words m string and trivial string have different l-types. m string becomes the same as the trivial string under the equivalences generated by non-local unitary transformations. So m string and trivial string have the same type. This implies that m is a descendant string formed by lower dimensional topological excitations (since it can have boundary). On the boundary of a EF topological order, the only lower dimensional topological excitations are the trivial particles and the fermions. Since there is no topological order in 1D, the trivial particles cannot form any non-trivial strings. On the other hand, the fermions can form topological p-wave superconducting chain, 4 called the Majorana chain. Thus the m string must be a Majorana chain. The 1-morphism between m string and trivial string in Hom(1, m) (i.e. the end point of m string) is the Majorana zero mode at the end of the Majorana chain.
We would like to emphasize here that such extra string m and non-invertible 1-morphism σ m are the only remaining possibility beyond the case discussed in the last section. The boundary strings are labeled by a larger groupĜ b , which is a central Z 2 extension of G b ,
With the enlarged boundary string types and noninvertible 1-morphism, EF topological orders are classified by unitary fusion 2-categories A 3 b described in Section VI.
C. Properties of the unitary fusion 2-categories
Next we discuss in more detail how the extra string m and non-invertible 1-morphism σ m will affect the classification results. Now, strings are labeled by a larger groupĜ b on the canonical boundary. But note the fact that the data and conditions not involving σ m are not affected at all. This means that we can start with a solution (Ĝ b ,ê 2 ,n 3 ,ν 4 ) to (39) with the larger group, and then deal with the additional constraints involving σ m .
The σ m 1-morphism must itself satisfy some additional braiding and fusion constraints. This means that b(•, •, •, •) andn 3 (•, •, •) involving σ m take different forms. We expect that the results are closely related to the braiding statistics of Ising anyons.
Besides, the strings of l-types g and gm can be "connected" by non-invertible 1-morphisms. This implies, for example, thatn 3 (g, h, j) andn 3 (gm, h, j), orν 4 (g, h, j, k) andν 4 (g, hm, jm, k), etc., are related by m and σ m . As a result,n 3 andν 4 can be factorised,n 3 = n 3 + n m ,ν 4 = ν 4 ν m where n 3 , ν 4 are cochains in G b =Ĝ b /Z m 2 , and n m , ν m are factors depending on how the m string is attached.
In other words, there is map from the unitary fusion 2-categories A We leave the details of the additional constraints involving the non-invertible 1-morphism σ m for future work (see Ref.
3). We believe that they are the same as those for fermionic SPTs with the Majorana chain layer.
D. Majorana zero modes at triple-string intersections
In the following, we will describe a bulk property that allow us to distinguish the EF1 and EF2 topological orders. In particular we will design a setup which allows us to use the appearance of Majorana zero mode to directly measure the cohomology class of ρ 2 . For simplicity, let us assume G f to Abelian for the time being. In this case, the different types of bulk strings are labeled by g f ∈ G f . In our setup, we first choose a fixed set of trap-g f coboundary (49). Thus, up to a coboundary, ρ 2 can be determined by measuring the topological degeneracy for bulk string configurations Fig. 17a . We like to pointed out that even when G f is nonAbelian, a non-trivial Z m 2 extension ρ 2 also gives rise the Majorana zero modes for some triple string intersections. But in this case, there are extra topological degenercies on intersections of three strings coming from the non-Abelianness of G f . The appearance of topological degenerates does not directly imply the appearance of Majorana zero modes. It is non-trivial to separate which topological degeneracy comes from non-Abelian G f and which comes from Majorana zero modes. However, the similar results also hold for non-Abelian G f . In the following, we will describe those results for non-Abelian G f , but now from a pure bulk point of view.
Again, the key step is to choose a fixed set of trapping potentials that trap a fixed set of strings labeled by χ g f ⊂ G f . Here χ g f is the conjugacy class that contains g f ∈ G f . We stress that the different strings in the set can all be distinguished by their different braiding properties with the pointlike excitations. We call two strings to be equivalent if they have the same brading properties with all the pointlike excitations. Thus the strings in our fixed set are all inequivalent. We also assume our fixed set is complete, in the sense that it contains all inequivalent strings. In other words, the number of strings in the set is equal to the number of conjugacy classes in G f .
We note that condensation of the pointlike excitation can also form a stringlike excitation. For example condensation of Z 2 -charges along a chain in a Z 2 gauge theory can form a stringlike excitation that have trivial braiding with all the pointlike excitations. We call such kind of stringlike excitations descendant stringlike excitations, which all equivalent to trivial string under nonlocal unitray transformations on the string. The above Z 2 -charge condensed chain has a 2-fold degeneracy since it is like a Z 2 symmetry breaking state. As a result, the corresponding descendant stringlike excitation has a quantum dimension 2 (and such a quantum-dimension-2 string is equivalent to a trivial string with quantum dimension 1). We point out that our fixed set of strings do not contain strings that only differ by attaching a descendant stringlike excitation, since they are regarded as equivalent.
But each string in the fixed set may carry some additional descendant stringlike excitations. We like to reduce this ambiguity by requiring the strings in the fixed set do not carry descendant strings. This is achieved by replacing each string in the set by its equivalent string that have a minimal quantum dimension. However, this still does not remove all the ambiguity.
When and only when G f has a form
group super-cohomology theory; with the Majorana chain layer, also very strong evidence indicates that they have one-to-one correspondence. Combined with our previous results on 3+1D AB topological orders, we conclude that
All 3+1D topological orders correspond to gauged 3+1D SPT phases: AB topological orders correspond to gauged bosonic SPTs and EF topological orders correspond to gauged fermionic SPTs.
The SPT and the topological order are the end points of ungauging/gauging procedures respectively. They are also the two extreme cases with only symmetry no intrinsic topological order and only intrinsic topological order no symmetry. Because of these, it is natural to conjecture that if we partially gauge a SPT or ungauge a topological order, in-between we should get a state with both symmetry and topological order, in other words, a symmetry enriched topological order (SET). Therefore, we expect the following general classification framework for 3+1D topological phases with symmetries: Recall that in 2+1D we classified topological phases with symmetry by a triple of categories E ⊂ C ⊂ M 24, 25 where E is the symmetric category of local excitations and corresponds to the representations of the symmetry group, E = Rep(G) or E = sRep(G f ), C is the category of all bulk excitation and M is the gauged theory. In particular for 2+1D SPT phases we have E = C ⊂ M. Now this idea naturally generalizes to 3+1D, since any 3+1D topological order contains a symmetric subcategory E corresponding to its pointlike excitations, and can be viewed as a gauged SPT M with symmetry E. A generic 3+1D SET is then described by certain 2-category C satisfying E ⊂ C ⊂ M. In the gauging procedures, the modular extension M remains the same, while E and C becomes smaller and larger respectively (E = C = Rep(G) or sRep(G f ) for the SPT phase while E is trivial and C = M for the topological order).
As we already have good understanding about the 3+1D SPT phases, it is thus quite hopeful for a complete understanding of 3+1D topological orders and symmetries by thoroughly studying the (partially) gauging procedures.
We thank Zheng-Cheng Gu for helpful discussions, and Chenjie to break the symmetry in order to measure the symmetry transformation directly. In contrast, the symmetric probes only produce objects that do not break the symmetry, such as particles trapped by symmetric potential that are described by representations ρ of the symmetry group: ρ ∈ Rep(G). On the other hand, the symmetric probes do allow us to fuse and braid those symmetric particles in arbitrary ways.
To describe those fusion and braiding processes, the concept of fusion space is important: if the particles are obtained by symmetric trap potentials, then the fusion space V is simply the ground state subspace of the total Hamiltonian with traps: H tot = H 0 + i ∆H trap (x i ) which trap particles p i at x i . We denote the fusion space as V(M, p 1 , p 2 , · · · ) where M is the space manifold that supports our system. So the fusion and the braiding processes, as well as the symmetric deformation of the Hamiltonians H 0 and ∆H trap , correspond to unitary linear maps on the fusion space. Tannaka duality tells us how to use those symmetric operations, i.e. the linear maps on the fusion space V(M, p 1 , p 2 , · · · ), to obtain the symmetry group G.
Mathematically, the fusion and braiding, as well as the symmetric deformation of the Hamiltonians H 0 and ∆H trap , on all the possible trapped particles form a structure which is denoted as Rep(G) if the all the particles are bosons, or as sRep(G) if the some particles are fermions. Such a structure is called symmetric fusion category (SFC). The particles are labeled by the representations of G, which form a set Rep(G). So a SFC Rep(G) or sRep(G) contains the set Rep(G) whose elements are called objects (which correspond to trapped particles). Rep(G) or sRep(G) also contains addition data that describe fusion and braiding of particles in Rep(G). In particular, the fusion of the particles are non-trivial, since the particles are described by the representations of G, and the fusion of the representations is non-trivial.
If we just know the set of representations Rep(G), we cannot recover the group G. But if we also know all symmetric operations, such as fusion and braiding, as well as the symmetric deformation of the Hamiltonians H 0 and ∆H trap ; in other words, if we know Rep(G) or sRep(G), then according to Tannaka duality, we can recover the group G.
Another physical motivation of the Tannaka Duality is more relevant to this paper. We consider a 3+1D topological order C 4 . The pointlike excitations in the topological order are bosons or fermions with trivial mutual statistics. Those particles have a non-trivial fusion rule. The fusion and braiding of those particles are also described by a SFC E. Tannaka duality tells us that from E, we can recover a group G. Thus each 3+1D topological order contains a hidden group G. In this second example, we do not even have a symmetry. All the operations, such as fusion, braiding, and deformation of H 0 and ∆H trap , are allowed, as long as they are generated by local interaction. But how can one recover a group from a problem that has no symmetry?
In the first example, we do have symmetry, but we want to recover the symmetry group via the symmetric operations. In the second example, we want to recover the hidden group in 3+1D topological order which has no symmetry. This two problems happen to be the same problem, which is solved by Tannaka duality.
Tannaka duality I: all boson a. Statement of Tannaka duality
For the moment we restrict to an all-boson SFC E. Mathematically, Tannaka duality states that we can reconstruct a group G from SFC E by the automorphisms of a fiber functor, namely a braided monoidal functor F , from E to the category of vector spaces, Vec
and Tannaka duality tells us that
acts on V (p). Such set of maps must be compatible with the fusion rule described above, as well as the morphisms
The set of all those automorphisms form a group
Such a group is the automorphism group, which happen to be G:
This is because, to be compatible with the morphisms and the fusion rule, α p has to be ρ p (h) for a certain h ∈ G.
In fact, this is how we recover the symmetry group G in the first model. In the following, we will describe Tannaka's construction and the above statements, in terms of the two physical models described above, where the particles are described by a SFC E. This way, one may gain a more physical understanding of Tannaka duality.
b. Irreducible representations from symmetry operations
Before trying to obtain the group, let us try to obtain the irreducible representations of the group first. In general, a particle p ∈ E (trapped by a symmetric potential in the first model) corresponds to a representation. But which particles correspond to irreducible representations? To address this question, we start with the fusion space of p with other particles V(M, p, q, · · · ). Note that V(M, p, q, · · · ) is the ground state subspace of H 0 + ∆H trap (x p ) + ∆H trap (x q ) + · · · that traps the particle p at x p , particle q at x q , etc . By deforming (or deforming while preserving the symmetry for the first model) just ∆H trap (x p ) to ∆H trap (x p ), we may split the ground state degeneracy
the new ground state subspace V 1 can be viewed as the fusion space of another particle p at x p with other particles q, · · · , V 1 = V(M, p , q, · · · ). Thus the above splitting of V(M, p, q, · · · ) can be rewritten as
Then we say that there is a morphism from p to p: p → p. 27 Here, a morphism p → p can be understood as that the fusion space of p , after a proper unitary transformation, is contained in the fusion space of p. If we have morphisms in both directions p → p and p → p , then the fusion space of p is the same as the fusion space of p , up to an unitary transformation. If p → p implies p → p , for all p 's, then the fusion space of p is minimal. For the case of the first model, this means that p corresponds to an irreducible representation of the symmetry group. For the second model, we can formally regard p as an irreducible representation of some group G. In category theory, we call such a minimal p as a simple object. In this paper, we also call p as a simple particle.
There is always a trivial simple particle denoted by 1. It corresponds to local excitations that can be created by local symmetric operators in the first model or local operators in the second model. Its fusion space has a property
It is not hard to see that the full splitting of the fusion space is given by (see eqn. (A7))
In this case, we say the particle p is a direct sum of particle p 1 , p 2 , etc :
Physically, it means that the particle p is an accidental degeneracy of particle p 1 , particle p 2 , etc . For example, in the first model, we may have a particle which is an accidental degeneracy of spin-up and spin-down particle. Such a degeneracy becomes required in the presence of SU (2) spin rotation symmetry. In this case, a spin-1/2 particle is a simple particle (i.e. the fusion space cannot be split further). If we break the SU (2) symmetry, then the spin-1/2 particle becomes a composite particle which is a direct sum of two simple particles, a spinup and a spin-down particles. For the case of the first model, we see that the symmetric operations of deforming ∆H trap (x p ), which correspond to the morphisms in category theory, allow us to define the notion of irreducible representation without using group transformation and other symmetry breaking operations.
c. Fusion rules of particles
We may view two nearby simple particles p 1 and p 2 (i.e. two irreducible representations) as one particle p 3 (i.e. one representation):
In general p 3 is no longer a simple particle (i.e. no longer an irreducible representation):
Sometimes, the particle types on the right may repeat
We may rewrite the above as
which is called the fusion rule of the (simple) particles. From eqn. (A8), we see that the trivial particle 1 is the unit of the fusion operation:
Using N ij k we can calculate dimension of the fusion space with n p i particles on S 3 , which has a form
in the n → ∞ limit. The number d i is called the quantum dimension of the p i particle. One can show that d i is the largest positive eigenvalue of matrix N i , where the matrix elements of N i is given by (N i ) jk = N ij k . For the case of the first example, eqn. (A14) correspond to the decomposition of tensor product of irreducible representations. We see that additional information about the symmetry group G, the decomposition of tensor product of irreducible representations, can also be obtained from symmetric operations: the fusion of particles (which is realized by bring two symmetric traps together). From N ij k , we can even obtain the dimensions of irreducible representations p i , which are given by the quantum dimensions d i . This in turn determines the number of elements in the symmetry group G:
We get more information about the group without using any symmetry breaking operations.
d. Braiding and topological spin of particles
Consider a fusion space V(M, p, q, · · · ). If we adiabatically exchange the two particles p, q, the resulting fusion space V(M, q, p, · · · ) is always isomorphic to the original one, no matter what the manifold M and background particles/strings are. Therefore, we say that there is a braiding morphism c p,q for the fusion p ⊗ q,
In general we need to specify the exchange path (for example, clockwise or counter-clockwise in 2+1D). But for the above two physical models, braiding is in fact path independent. This is the defining property of SFC, that for all particles p, q, c q,p c p,q = id p⊗q .
This means that braiding p a whole loop around q is the same as doing nothing, which is equivalent to path independence. We can also extract the topological spin of simple particle p. Given a fusion space V(M, p, · · · ), we twist p by 2π, the fusion space then acquires a phase factor θ p , called the topological spin of p. It is in fact determined by the braiding c p,p . In the case of SFC, θ p helps to distinguish bosons and fermions θ p = 1, p is a boson, −1, p is a fermion.
(A20)
e. Physical realization of fiber functor
The Tannaka duality requires a fiber functor, which associates a vector space F (p) to a particle p, such that it realizes the fusion and braidings of particles, in terms of the tensor product and the (trivial) braiding of vector spaces,
F (c p,q ) = c F (p),F (q) .
as if F (p) are local Hilbert spaces. Here the braiding for vector spaces is the usual one:
We note that if a functor preserves the fusion (it is a monoidal functor), whether preserving braiding or not is just a property of the monoidal functor, not an additional structure (like being an Abelian group or not is a property of a group). We see a necessary condition for the fiber functor to exist is that particles are all bosons with trivial braiding. It turns out that it is also sufficient.
Physically, only the operations on the fusion spaces are measurable (or physical). So the question is, which fusion space should be associated to the particle p in order to have a fiber functor? One might naturally choose the fusion space to be V(S 3 , p) (i.e. the fusion space of a particle p on the space of a 3-sphere S 3 ). But V(S 3 , p) = ∅ for a non-trivial particle. So we need to add (non-simple) background particles and strings to make the fusion space non-zero for any added particles. The question is what background particles and strings should we insert besides p, to get a fusion space satisfying the conditions (A21).
It turns out, we do have a special background (nonsimple) particle to achieve this. Let's denote it by Q, which has a direct sum decomposition in terms of the simple particles and their quantum dimensions d i :
The fusion space V(S 3 , p, Q) (no strings) satisfies V(S 3 , p ⊗ q, Q) ∼ = V(S 3 , p, Q) ⊗ C V(S 3 , q, Q). (A24) (In the first example, Q is nothing but the reducible representation Fun(G), all the functions on G. It is the regular representation of G.) Therefore, we can take
It preserves fusion by (A24) and also braiding (its property but we will not show explicitly here), thus a desired fiber functor.
f. Automorphism of the fiber functor
Now we have a fiber functor that maps every particle p to a vector space F (p) = V(S 3 , p, Q). Physically, the vector space F (p) = V(S 3 , p, Q) is the ground state subspace of a Hamiltonian on S 2 with two traps: H 0 + ∆H p + ∆H Q , where ∆H Q traps a particular composite particle Q = i d i p i (a particle with accidental degeneracy).
Next we like to describe the automorphism of the fiber functor. An automorphism is a choice of an unitary map on F (p) = V(S 3 , p, Q) for each particle p. We denote those unitary maps by α p . So an automorphism corresponds to a set of unitary maps α ≡ {α p }. But not every set of unitary maps, {α p }, is an automorphism. An automorphism also needs to preserve all the structures of the fiber functor, and as a result, needs to satisfy many conditions. But what are those conditions?
We have explained that deforming the trap potential ∆H p (while preserving the symmetry in the first model) may split that fusion space V(S 3 , p, Q) = V(S 3 , p , Q) ⊕ · · · . This leads to a morphism p → p. Under the fiber functor F which takes a special fusion space, the morphism p → p gives rise to an embedding map u : F (p ) → F (p). An automorphism α = {α p } must be compatible with all those embedding maps:
or
The map u is an intertwiner. Intertwiners are simply the local (symmetry preserving) operations.
In the first model, F (p) is in general a reducible representation of the symmetry group G. When p is a simple particle, all the intertwiners u tell us all different ways to embed irreducible representation F (p ) into the reducible one F (p). The condition eqn. (A27) tells us that α p is block diagonal and fully determined by its components on different simple particles (irreducible representations) α p .
The automorphism α = {α p } also needs to be compatible with the fusion of particles. We may view two well separated particles p 1 and p 2 as a single particle p 3 = p 1 ⊗ p 2 . The unitary maps α p1 , α p2 , and α p3 should be related. Since the fusion space from the fiber functor satisfy eqn. (A21), we require α p3 equals the tensor product of α p1 and α p2 (up to the isomorphism fixed by the fiber functor eqn. (A21)):
Since p 3 = p 1 ⊗ p 2 = i p i and F (p 1 ⊗ p 2 ) ∼ = i F (p i ), the above can be rewritten as
The above is the condition for the automorphism α = {α p } to be compatible with the fusion which is a data in Rep(G).
The set of unitary maps α = {α p } that satisfies eqn. (A27) and eqn. (A29) is called an automorphism of the fiber functor. If α = {α p } and α = {α p } are two automorphisms, we can show that α · α ≡ {α p α p } is also an automorphism. So the automorphisms form a group G ≡ Aut(F ). Such a group corresponds to the symmetry group in the first physical model. We have measured the symmetry group using only symmetric probes. In the second physical model, G is a group associated with the 3+1D topological order. We have shown that every 3+1D topological order is associated with an unique group G.
To emphasize the group nature of the automorphisms α ≡ {α p }, we may instead write g ≡ {g p } ∈ G ≡ Aut(F ). They give rise to the group action on F (p), by ρ p (g) = g p .
Example of Tannaka reconstruction for Rep(Z2)
In this section we illustrate the Tannaka duality with the simplest example, Rep(Z 2 ). We will follow the general reconstruction procedure, trying to show the flavor of the abstract theorem.
Firstly let's describe Rep(Z 2 ) in terms of fusion. There are two irreducible representations of Z 2 : the trivial denoted by 1, the non-trivial one denoted by e. The fusion rule is 1 ⊗ 1 = 1, 1 ⊗ e = e ⊗ 1 = e, e ⊗ e = 1.
The back ground charge is Q = 1 ⊕ e. We find that F (e) = V(S 3 , e⊗Q) = V(S 3 , e⊕1) = V(S 3 , 1) = V(S 3 ) = C. The ground state on S 3 is non degenerate, thus F (e) is one dimensional. Similarly, F (1) is one dimensional as well.
When p is composite, p = i p i , eqn. (A27) tells us that α p is block diagonal
where p i are simple. Since F (p i ) for a simple particle is always one dimensional for Rep(Z 2 ), α 1 and α e are just phase factors. Eqn. (A29) requires that
Thus α 1 = 1. Eqn. (A29) also requires that α e⊗e = α e ⊗ C α e = α 1 = 1.
Thus α e = ±1. The solution {α 1 = 1, α e = 1} corresponds to an automorphism, and the solution {α 1 = 1, α e = −1} corresponds to the other automorphism. The composition {α 1 , α e }{α 1 , α e } = {α 1 α 1 , α e α e } is the group multiplication, which tells us that {α 1 = 1, α e = 1} and {α 1 = 1, α e = −1} form a Z 2 group. emergent Majorana zero modes and the non-trivial two cocycle ρ 2 that characterize the EF2 topological orders. For simplicity, we assume G f to be Abelian. We will show that certain linked looplike excitations in a EF2 topological order carry a pair of Majorana zero modes, one for each linked loop. In other words, certain pairs of looplike excitations carry two-fold topological degeneracy when they are linked and no degeneracy when they are not linked. Such a topological degeneracy is highly nonlocal in the sense that the degeneracy is shared between the two well separated linked loops. The new result here is that the appearance of Majorana zero modes for linked loops is directly related to the non-trivial Z m
